Tracking of complex binaural images.
Subjects were presented with an initially stationary binaural image formed by the fusion of two identical pulses, without interaural time difference (ITD), at the two ears. The image was then made to traverse the subject's auditory perceptual space by introducing ITD, varying linearly with time, under computer control. The direction of movement, i.e. towards the right or left ear, could be reversed by the listener, by pressing a button. Subjects were requested to keep the image central, by pressing the button when they judged that deviation from subjective centre had occurred. Experiments of this type can be considered as analogous to Békésy audiometry, where the subject automatically traces his threshold of hearing, in that here the listener traces out his auditory perceptual centre as it varies with time. Hence, equivalent analyses to those employed for Békésy audiometry are possible. Subsequent to the initial part of the experiment, an additional pulse was added to one channel, preceding the original pulse, to form a pulse pair. The monaural masking of the original pulse by this additional pulse thus acts to shift the pre-existing binaural image. The effect of varying the amplitude and onset time of the masking pulse, relative to the original pulse, on the Békésy-type trace was examined.